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VOLUME I

Philosophy And World Problems 1
What Is Good? What Is Bad? - The Value Of All Values Through Time, Place And Theories
John McMurtry, Department Of Philosophy, University of Guelph, Guelph NIG 2W1, Canada

1. The Global Crisis of Values
2. The Transcultural Idea: Good as Happiness and Bad as Pain
3. Moral Philosophy in Question
4. Natural Good and Evil: Beyond Fitness to Survive
5. Traditions as Moral Anchor in an Age of Criterionless Relativism
6. The Primary Axiom and the Life-Value Compass
7. Good and Evil Within: Opening the Terra Incognita of the Felt Side of Being
8. The Value Field of Action: Reconciling Humanity and the Beast
9. The Lost Social Subject: Evaluating the Rules by Which We Live
10. Deep Principles of Justice Grounding In Life-Value Meaning
11. The Unseen Global War of Rights Systems and Its Principles of Resolution
12. Reclaiming Rationality and Scientific Method: The Life-Coherence Principle as Global System Imperative
13. Human Identity and the Meaning of Life

(Note: This is a comprehensive sequence of essays in which each takes the form of a chapter)

The Global Crisis of Values 3
John McMurtry, Department Of Philosophy, University of Guelph, Guelph NIG 2W1, Canada

1.1. Value Pervasion without Core
1.1.1. The Postmodern and Cosmopolitan View of Values
1.1.2. Values Lead as Well As Rationalize
1.1.3. Calling Values to Account
1.1.4. Science and Facts Cannot Solve the Problem
1.2. The Fallacy of Value-Neutral Science
1.2.1. When Science is Good for Us, and When Not
1.2.2. The Limits of Scientific Method
1.3. Technology as Materialized Value Sets
1.3.1. Technology as Frankenstein: From Mary Shelley to the World Machine
1.4. The Unexamined Life at a System Level
1.4.1. The Value-System Rule behind Perceived Higher Necessity
1.5. The Unseen Chains of Presupposed Ruling Norms
1.5.1. Reclaiming the Human Author of the Ruling Value Order
1.5.2. Humanity’s Field of Value Choice and Self-Regulation
1.6. Human Nature: The Animals Who Live by Values
1.6.1. Values Must Be Distinguished From Desires
1.6.2. Testing for Self-Government by Values
1.6.3. Morally Free and Unfree Human Beings
1.6.4. The Ultimate Choice Space of Human Being
1.6.5. Aesthetic and Knowledge Values: Humanity as the Value-Bearing Being
1.6.6. Humans as Beasts
1.6.7. Value Intelligence
1.7. The Contemporary Value Impasse: No Common Good except Market Value
1.7.1. Individual Consumers and Voters in Aggregate as Freedom and Democracy
1.7.2. Unexamined Anomalies of the Ruling Value System
1.7.3. Freedom, Life and Happiness Entail Means to Be So

1.8. Value-System Choice within Limits of Genetic-Environmental Determination
1.8.1. Free Choice within Determined Limits: The Missing Middle Ground
1.8.2. The Freedom versus Determinism Debate
1.8.3. Living by Values Generates another Plane of Being
1.8.4. Value Systems Decide Who We Are

1.9. Philosophy’s Turn against Universal Values: Rejection across Schools
1.9.1. Pluralism and Relativism
1.9.2. Opposition to Universal Values across Schools
1.9.3. Anti-Imperialist Card in Collaboration with Imperial Value System

1.10. The Unseen Contradiction: Value Pluralism in Theory Not Practice
1.10.1. The Inner Sanctum of a Ruling Value Order
1.10.2. Is There a Universal Value Beyond Market Value?
1.10.3. Ruling out the Question
1.10.4. Division of Fields: Methodological Blinkers against Inquiry into Universal Values
1.10.5. Why Everything Has Changed Except Our Way of Thinking
1.10.6. Rudderless Drift Follows
1.10.7. The Life-Blind Absolutism That Rules Beneath Notice
1.10.8. Adaptation to the Contradiction by Avoiding It

1.11. The Homicidal Blind Eye of Modern Economic Rationality
1.11.1. The Ruling False Equations of Supply and Demand
1.11.2. Not Laws of Necessity, But Value Mechanism
1.11.3. Homicidal Consequences as Beneficent
1.11.4. Justifications for Starvation of Worker Families
1.11.5. From Unexamined Ruling Assumptions to Justified Ill Consequences

1.12. Bracketing Out Ruling Value Systems across Schools and Millennia
1.12.1. Value-System Selection against Deep-Structural Moral Inquiry
1.12.2. Clarifying Instrumental Value and Self-Interest

1.13. The Axiological Sequences of Money Capital and Life Capital
1.13.1. The Money Sequence of Value
1.13.2. Not the Same as Marx’s Formula of Capital
1.13.3. The Missing Base of Life Capital
1.13.4. The Financialization Turn of the Ruling Value System
1.13.4.1. The Mystery Axiologically Explained
1.13.5. The Ruling Value System as Explanatory Logic of World Problems

1.14.1. From Ruling Value Order to Regulating Group-Mind
1.14.2. A Paradigm Example of a Life-Blind Regulating Value Premise
1.14.3. Modern Science Too Subjugated by Ruling Value Program

1.15. Recognizing the Life-Blind Logic of the Reigning Value System
1.15.1. Contradiction with Reality Screened Out
1.15.2. The Undeciphered Value Contradiction
1.15.3. The Totalized Value System beyond Question
1.15.4. Philosophy Too Abstracts Out the Life-Ground
1.15.5. One Ruling Value Syntax across Domains

1.16. What is Good? The Paradox of the Contemporary Global Condition

The Transcultural Idea: Good As Happiness And Bad As Pain
John McMurtry, Department Of Philosophy, University of Guelph, Guelph N1G 2W1, Canada

2.1. Happiness without Pain: The Eternal Idea across Cultures
    2.1.1. The Market Utility Calculus
    2.1.2. Elimination of Pain: A Common Ground of Spiritual and Materialist Value Systems

2.2. Moral and Non-Moral Values
    2.2.1. The Defining Principles of Moral Doctrines

2.3. Aesthetic Value versus Moral Value
    2.3.1. Distinguishing the Beautiful from the Moral
2.3.2. Towards a Synthesis of the Moral and the Aesthetic

2.4. Neoclassical Consumer Theory: Man as Pleasure Machine
    2.4.1. Locking in Life-Blind Economics by Mathematical Formalism

2.5. Does the Value Maximize Happiness/Minimize Pain Have Unlimited Validity?
    2.5.1. Sophisticated Utilitarianism versus Market Utilitarianism

2.6. The Unexplained Value: Good Pain
    2.6.1. Art as Liberation from Shallow Normalcy
    2.6.2. First Glimpse of the Value of All Values
    2.6.3. Poignant Beauty
    2.6.4. Understanding Good Pain and Suffering
    2.6.5. Not the Pleasure of Masochism

2.7. The Wrongness of Extinguishing All Pain and Suffering

2.8. The Elastic Pleasure Argument as Vacuous
    2.8.1. The Elastic Pleasure Argument as a Vacuous Circle

2.9. The Criterion of Good Pain and Suffering
    2.9.2. The Underlying Principle of Good Pain across Cultures
    2.9.3. Knowing the Meaning of Good Pain in Reality and Art

2.10. Overcoming Polar Confusions about Pain and Suffering
    2.10.1. Conventionalized Pathological Pains a Major World Problem
    2.10.2. Nietzsche’s Self-Contradiction
    2.10.3. The Life-Value Antidote to the Sacrificial Pattern

2.11. Nietzsche’s ‘Life Principle’ as Self-Contradictory
    2.11.1. A Paradigm of Vicious Confusion

2.12. Drawing the Line of Good across Pain and Suffering
    2.12.1. The Good Warrior Principle
    2.12.2. Telling Good from Bad Overcoming
    2.12.3. The Meaning of Life as Challenge by Limits

2.13. Evil Pain and Suffering and their Overcoming
    2.13.1. A Matter of the Value-System Producing It
    2.13.2. Understanding the Lines of Value Meaning
    2.13.3. History as Choosing Good or Evil from the Circle of Pain

2.14. The Way between Extremes of Pro-and-Con Positions
    2.14.1. Childbirth as Nature’s Paradigm Example
    2.14.2. Pain Relieving Drugs versus Life Capacity Building
    2.14.3. The Felt Bonds of Being in Creation

2.15. Beneath the First Premise of Buddhism and Utilitarianism
    2.15.1. Abstracting Out the Objective Disorder

2.16. The Missing Life-and-Death Value Distinction
    2.16.1. Going under Utilitarianism and Buddhism to the Life-Ground
    2.16.2. The Set-Point of Value Judgment
    2.16.3. Life-Value Literacy: Beyond Unthinking Pain and Numbing Pleasures
    2.16.4. The Problem of Collaboration with Cruel Norms
        2.16.4.1. Plato’s Story of the Cave

2.17. Communicative Pain: The Life-Value Signal of Life Gone Wrong
    2.17.1. Pain as Exactly Instructive on Individual or Social Levels
    2.17.2. The Neurological Leprosy Model: Individual and Social Forms

2.18. Ignored Social Suffering: The Measure of Inhuman Social Order
    2.18.1. Psychic Numbing: Social as Well as Individual

2.19. Freedom from Pain: The Missing Life-Ground of Eastern and Western Wisdom
    2.19.1. Extinction of Pain and Suffering Disables Material Response
    2.19.2. Regrounding in Embodied Life
    2.19.3. The Gross and Subtle Bodies as Value Grounds
    2.19.4. Understanding Suffering Not Seated in Desire
    2.19.5. Life Support Systems Abstracted Out

2.20. Transcendental Consciousness and the World: The Life-Coherent Connection
    2.20.1. Bridging the Divine to the Embodied
    2.20.2. Pain-Free Existence as Life Incoherent
2.21. Pain and Suffering as Obligation Routes: The Inner Logic of Social Justice
   2.21.1. Normalized Unseeing: The Subjective Structure of Social Injustice
   2.21.2. Life-Value Ignorance as System Evil
   2.21.3. True Obligation Follows from the Life Deprivation Which Suffering Expresses
   2.21.3.1. The Onto-Axiology of Life Duty
2.22. Understanding Torture and Terror as System Evils
   2.22.1. Understanding Cruelty beyond Liberal Conception
   2.22.1.1. Liberal State Definition of Torture to Allow It
   2.22.2. The Missing Life Coordinates Throughout
   2.22.3. Why System Cruelty is not Seen
2.23 Who is Responsible?
2.24. Facing Disease and Death without a Cure: Bridging the Individual-Social Divide
   2.24.1. When Pain Extinction and Social Justice Are One
   2.24.2. What of the Yoga of Non-Pain? Limits and Possibilities of Life-Ground Ethics
   2.24.3. The Pain = Healing Equation
   2.24.4. Beyond the Pleasure/Pain Principle

Moral Philosophy In Question
John McMurtry, Department Of Philosophy, University of Guelph, Guelph NIG 2W1, Canada

3.1. The Underlying Problem of Moral Philosophy: Decoupling from the Life-Ground
   3.1.1. Non-Prescribed Values and the Limits of Moral Meaning
3.2. The Conventional Tendency: Prescribing and Punishing Without Good Reason
3.3. The Professional Tendency: Moral Philosophy without Life Substance
   3.3.1. Technical Exclusion
   3.3.2. Substantive Exclusion
   3.3.3. Meta-Ethics and Agent-Relative Moral Theory: The Life-Ground Abstracted Out
   3.3.4. Methodological Censorship and the Contractarian Model
   3.3.5. Blocking Out How We Live
3.4. Evaluating Social Value Systems: Off-Limits Even to Marxian Thought
   3.4.1. The Unexamined Value System That Governs the Economy
   3.4.2. All Concur in One Meta-Falsehood: The Ruling Value System Has No Option
   3.4.3. Re-Grounding Values Inquiry at the Collective Level
3.5. What the Organism Wants: Desire Theory and its Fatal Flaw
   3.5.1. The Demystification of Values
   3.5.2. The Problem with Desire Theory
   3.5.3. Ecological Blindness in Principle
   3.5.4. The Fatal Flaw: Theory and System Converge in Desires with No Limit
3.6. The Paradox of Market Success: Magnitude of Desire Objects Multiplies Disvalues
   3.6.1. Desires as Market Demand Which Decides Supply
   3.6.2. Value Theory Based in Fact: Giving Consumers What They Want
   3.6.3. How Ill-Being Appears as Well-Being
3.7. Life-Value versus Desire-Value: The Turning Point of Value Judgment
   3.7.1. Grounding in Life Value: Paradigm Cases of Objective Value Choice
   3.7.2. The Case of Human Sacrifice
   3.7.3. No Line Can Be Drawn Against Life-Destructive Desire Volumes
3.8. Desire Theory Lacks Moral Resources to Rule out Destructive Addictions
   3.8.1. Equivocating the Meaning of Interests
   3.8.2. Internal Contradiction
   3.8.3. The Problem Is Insoluble Without Life-Value Criterion
3.9. The Logic of Moral Disaster: Freedom and Democracy as Multiplied Wants
   3.9.1. Market Democracy Failures Built into Consumer Value Calculus
   3.9.2. Despoliation Engenders Desires for Despoliation
   3.9.3. The Need to Re-Ground Understanding of What Is Freedom and What is Good
   3.9.3.1. The Life-Blind Value Calculus: Reconciling Values by Counting Wants
   3.9.4. No Common Life-Ground for the Common Interest: From Perry to Rawls
   3.9.5. Perry and Rawls Compared and Contrasted in Absence of Life-Ground
3.9.5.1. The Corresponding Exclusion across Different Moral Deciders

3.10. Correct Love: From Subjective Desires to Transcendental Ideals
3.10.1. A-Priori Good and Bad
3.10.2. Objects of Love and Hate as Akin to a Mathematical Truth
3.10.3. Still the Problem of No Moral Criteria

3.11. What We Don’t See: The Common Structure of Moral Blindness
3.11.1. Goods and Bads Made Invisible through Ruling Value Syntax
3.11.2. Unseen Goods and Evils
3.11.3. A Value Theory Should Lead Us Where We Are Blind
3.11.4. The Convention of Diversion
3.11.5. The Core of Human Crises: Life-Blind Value Sets

3.12. Avoiding the Problem: Invaliding Moral Principles as Such
3.12.1. The Case of Nicholas Rescher: Values Represent Slogans
3.12.2. Reduction to Absurdity
3.12.3. To Rule out Value Substance: The Hidden Function of Logical Formalism:
3.12.4. Devices of Obfuscation
3.12.5. From Positivism to Emotivism: Silencing of Values by Invalidating Them
3.12.6. The Moral Box: Ruling Values are Facts, Other Values Are Emotions

3.13. Ruling out Objective Values by Definition: The Life-Ground Counter Argument
3.13.1. Objective Values as Self Evident but Unseen
3.13.2. The Recurrent Error: Values Assumed Dependant on Consciousness of them
3.13.3. Ultimate Values can be This-Wordly and Life-based
3.13.4. Preferential Rankings of Experiences versus Valuing Them Prior to Comparison
3.13.5. The Unseen Freedom of Intrinsic Value
3.13.6. The Formal Requirements of Any Axiology

3.14.1. No Sound Criterion of Need in the Literatures
3.14.2. Market Demand Substitutes for Life Need
3.14.3. The Long-Missing and Ultimate Criterion of Need
3.14.3.2. Degrees of Necessity and Instrumental Needs
3.14.4. The Need-Blind Social Order
3.14.5. Meeting Needs Required for Life Capacities to Function

3.15. Going Deeper: Understanding the Truth and the Limits of a Needs Theory of Value
3.15.1. Beauty Too A Need at the Contextual Level?
3.15.2. The Criterion of Need Universal Across Peoples and Species
3.15.4. Re-Grounding Our Value Bearings

3.16. Values beyond Need Objects: Bridging the Spiritual-Material Division
3.16.1. Intrinsic Values beyond Needs
3.16.2. Self-Chosen Values against Needs
3.16.3. Choosing Need Deprivation for Ascetic Illumination
3.16.4. The Field of Spiritual Value
3.16.4.1. Deprivation Can Open to the Boundless Field of the Divine
3.16.5. Life-Value Resolution of Spiritual-Material Conflict

3.17. Overcoming Death: Ethical Idealism and the Lost Life-Ground
3.17.1. The Contemporary Platonism of Nicolai Hartmann
3.17.2. Mathematical and Other Pure Forms Abstract Away Life-Values
3.17.3. Eternal Ideas and Mutable Life: The Implicit Contradiction
3.17.4. Does Love of the Eternal Imply Love of Death?
3.17.5. The Rope over the Abyss: The Inclusive Concept of the Life Process
3.17.6. Lebenswelt without Life-Ground

Natural Good And Evil: Beyond Fitness To Survive
John McMurtry, Department Of Philosophy, University of Guelph, Guelph N1G 2W1, Canada

4.1. Analytic Philosophy and the Naturalistic Fallacy
4.1.1. The Open Question Argument
4.1.2. Normalized Avoidance of the Malicious Implications
4.1.3. From Avoidance to Relish
4.1.4. Purging the Felt Side of Being as a Ruling Pattern
        4.1.4.1. Gene Machine Model as Exemplar

4.2. Fitness to Survive as a General Value Theory
        4.2.1. Human Choice versus No Alternative
        4.2.2. Normality as Good
        4.2.3. Nature, God, and Normality at Once
        4.2.4. Competitive Global Market as Natural Religion
        4.2.5. Testing for this Moral Absolutism in Practice

4.3. An Implicit Ground of Justification for Evil
        4.3.1. Defining Fitness to Survive
        4.3.2. The Fallacious Logic
        4.3.3. The Unseen Vicious Implications
                4.3.3.1. Why the Competitively Fittest May be the Most Evil
                4.3.3.2. The Fittest = The Most Ecocidal Through Generational Time
        4.3.4. Overpopulationists Avoid the Baseline Moral Disorder
        4.3.5. Necessary Evil as Good across Political and Disciplinary Divides
        4.3.6. The Law of Evolutionary Competition

4.4. The Meta-Alibi: Denying Value-System Choice Locks It In
        4.4.1. Collective Abdication of Responsibility
        4.4.2. The Repressed Alternative of Human Value Regulators
        4.4.3. The Alibi Equation:: Existing Order = Natural Order = Good Order
        4.4.4. Cultural Universals within the Meta-Pattern
        4.4.5. The Deep Naturalistic Fallacy
        4.4.6. A Reductio Ad Absurdum of the Fallacy by Analogy

4.5. Rules beyond Instincts and Desires: The Moral Difference of the Species
        4.5.1. The Meaning of Value Reason:: Thinking Beyond Naturalistic Mechanism
        4.5.2. Evolutionary Incoherence
        4.5.3. Beyond the Deep Naturalistic Fallacy

4.6. The Meta-Question of Quantity and Quality
        4.6.1. The Ruling Evolutionary-Economic Axis of Value

4.7. Ruling Value Equations as the Inner Logic of the Ultimate Global Problem
        4.7.1. Second-Order Value Meaning
        4.7.2. The Syntax of Propaganda
        4.7.3. The Pro-Values Assumed in Fitness to Survive
        4.7.4. The Fallaciously Slanted Axiology Not Seen
        4.7.5. The Repressed Human Alternative
        4.7.6. The Unseen Fatal Implication

4.8. The Presupposed Logic of World Reduction
        4.8.1. The Logic of Closure
        4.8.2. Thought-System Lock by Ruling Methods
        4.8.3. Abdication of Moral Responsibility Is Built In

        4.9.1. Why There Are No Limits to Growth:: The Underlying Meta-Program of Value
        4.9.2. Yet Is Life-Value Ethics Also a Naturalistic Fallacy?
        4.9.3. Conscious Evolutionary Theory Introduced

4.10. G.E. Moore’s Bridging Concept of ‘the Good’
        4.10.1. The Ultimate Good Intuited Directly
        4.10.2. Bridging Domains of the Good:: The Moral and the Aesthetic at Once
        4.10.3. Moore’s Also Bridges across Artistic and Natural Beauty

4.11. How Contemporary Value Understanding Is Alienated From Natural Beauty
        4.11.1. The General Alienation from Nature of Human Value Understanding
        4.11.2. Is Commerce in Natural Beauty Another Form of Alienation From It?
        4.11.3. Ecology and Natural Beauty
        4.11.4. Biophilia without Aesthetic Standards

4.12. Finding the Underlying Criteria of Natural Beauty
        4.12.1. Substituting Images for Reality
4.12.2. The Holocaust of Natural Beauty beneath Reflection
4.12.3. The Core Principles of Natural Beauty
4.12.3.1. The Natural Principles
4.12.4. Inclusive Life Coherence Always the Value Meaning
4.13. Regaining Our Wider Value Body of Nature across Time
4.13.1. Opening Consciousness to Nature as Ultimate and Intrinsic Value
4.13.2. Public Policy and Eco-Sciences Preclude Intrinsic Natural Value
4.14.1. Rational Duties Based on Prior Causal Knowledge
4.14.2. Consequentialism versus Intuitionism:: An Unseen Conflict
4.14.3. Kant versus Moore on Duty
4.14.4. Reflecting on Duties as Dictates of Probabilistic Prudence
4.14.5. The Life-Value Principle of Duty
4.14.6. The Primary Axiom of Value as Ground of Duty
4.14.7. Accepting or Rejecting Duties
4.15. The Nature and Ground of Life-Value Duty
4.15.1. Knowing One’s Duty
4.15.2. The Causal Principle of Duty against A-Priori Deontology
4.15.3. Kant’s Moral Life-Blindness a Paradigm of the Era
4.16. Physics, Economics and Ethics:: The Life-Blind Logic across Domains
4.16.1. The Soulless Megamachine
4.16.2. Ruling Value Syntax and Global Despoliation without Connection
4.17. Good and Evil Without Life Referents:: Principia Ethica as a Paradigm Case
4.17.1. Beauty and Affection:: Ultimate Categories of Value with No Principled Grounds
4.17.2. Evil Implications Follow from No Criterion of Value
4.17.3. The Irony of Rigorous Analysis without Criteria of Meaning
4.18. Avoiding Moral Substance: From Indefinability to No Life-Value Compass
4.18.1. Representative Failure of Contemporary Ethics
4.18.2. The Retreat to Ethical Emotivism and Loss of Moral Compass
4.18.3. The Age of No Life-Value Compass
4.19. Repeating the Problem of Evil:: Rational Consensus without any Life-Ground
4.19.1. Procedural Value Theory
4.19.2. Consensus with No Foundations
4.19.3. The Unposed Problem
4.19.4. The Real World:: Rational Consensus for a Global Market System
4.19.5. The Profoundest Problem of the Human Condition
4.19.6. The Missing Link:: Finding the Life-Ground of Value to Guide Consensual Process

Traditions as Moral Anchor in an Age of Criterionless Relativism

John McMurtry, Department Of Philosophy,University of Guelph,Guelph NIG 2W1,Canada

5.1. The De-Grounding of Philosophy
5.1.1. Religious Fundamentalist Shift at the Same Time
5.1.2. Money Sequence Rule beneath Conscious Moral Bearings
5.2. Practice-based Ethics: From Marxism to Single-Issue Politics
5.2.1. Marxism and Morality
5.2.2. Class-Bound Morality
5.2.2.1. Universalizability of Moral Principle as an Onto-Axiological Requirement
5.2.3. Methodological Individualism or Collectivism: A False Dilemma
5.3. The Over-Stated Principle of Ruling-Class Determination of Society’s Morality
5.3.1. Impartial Life-Value Morality: The Marxian Gap
5.3.2. Recognizing Missing Choice Spaces and Avoiding Oversimplifications
5.4. Value Theory Completeness: Towards Unlimited Validity
5.4.1. Beyond Marxism: A Value Theory for All People and Domains
5.4.2. The Limits of the Labor Theory of Value
5.4.3. From Labor-Value to Life-Value Theory
5.5. A Grounded Post-Marxian Value Theory: Internal vs. External Goods
5.5.1. Anatomy of the Basic Value Theory
5.5.1.1. Internal and External Goods
5.5.2. The Global Market Order as Value System of Competing for External Goods
5.5.3. Virtue Ethics: Traditions, Practices and Excellences as Internal Goods
5.5.4. The Unseen Limits of the Theory

5.6. The Rise of the Story and the fall of Truth
5.6.1. Is Life Really a Story?
5.6.2. Universalization of the Story Model
5.6.3. Rejection of Truth Follows
5.6.4. The Tidal Shift from Objective Foundations to Stories
5.6.5. The Story Model Reflects a Growing Sea-Shift to Egoic Subjectivism
5.6.6. Relativist Zeitgeist

5.7. The Unseen Moral Imperative: A Value-Ground beneath Stories to Evaluate Them
5.7.1. A Bonding Story Requires Life-Ground Accountability
5.7.2. The Center of the Story as a Hero

5.8. Defining Traditional Practices and Their Excellences as Value Ground
5.8.1. Objective, Criterial Bonding across Generations by Practices of Excellence
5.8.2. Evolving Practices as the Substantively Unifying Idea of Values
5.8.3. Testing the Value of Practices as a Moral Guide to Our Lives
5.8.3.1. The Universalizability Criterion of Value

5.9. Life and Light: Fields of Life Value beyond Excellence at Practices
5.9.1. Nature’s Beauty Independent of Human Excellence
5.9.2. Practices of Excellence Are Rehearsable
5.9.3. Another Realm of Good
5.9.4. How Even Non-Interfering Human Practices and Nature’s Beauty May Conflict
5.9.5. The Life-Ground Becoming Conscious of Itself
5.9.6. Value Choice: To Open or Close to the Life Ground and Its Range of Possibility
5.9.7. Awaking Within Practices
5.9.8. Satori, the Life-Ground and Practices
5.9.9. All As One: Peak Moments of Practices
5.9.10. The Immanent Transcendent Day to Day

5.10. Resolving the Meta-Conflict between Activities to Excel and Opening to the Given
5.10.1. The Garden of Eden versus Human Projects to Make Better
5.10.2. Condemned to Labor
5.10.3. Value Resolution to the Meta-Conflict
5.10.3.1. True Development
5.10.4. Polar Extremes on Altering Nature
5.10.5. The Comprehending Common Ground of Good Practices
5.10.5.1. The Environment versus the Economy
5.10.6. The Holistic Antidote

5.11. System Block: The Goods, Standards and Moral Narrative of the Money Game
5.11.1. The Master Practice of Money Sequencing
5.11.2. Making Life Accountable to Money-Value Added

5.12. The Problem: Lack of Life-Value Ground to Evaluate Humanity’s Ruling Practice
5.12.1. The Great Game without a Human Value Standard to Comprehend It
5.12.2. More Money Value = More Life Value

5.13. The Bonding Moral Narrative of the Money-Game Practice
5.13.1. The Arts as Propagandas of the Practice
5.13.2. Market Exemplars and Miracles
5.13.3. The Vocation of Competitive Excellence
5.13.4. The Problem of Unaccountability
5.13.5. The Unseen Paradox: Internal Goods Can Be Bads

5.14.1. Primary Tradition of Virtue across Cultures
5.14.2. Superior Armed Force as Basis of Legitimacy and Criterion of Civilization
5.14.3. Armed Force as Quintessential Practice
5.14.4. No Life Standards by Which Goods of Practices are Judged
5.14.4.1. ‘Just War’ Standards Not Life-Protective
5.15. The Imperative of a Higher Value Standard to Judge Practices and Traditions
  5.15.1. The Linchpin of Unaccountable Practices and Goods
  5.15.2. Life-Blind Globalization of the Assumed Superior Practices
  5.15.3. The Resolving Moral Standard
  5.15.4. The Life-Value Bottom Line
  5.15.5. Can Compliance with the Measure of Life Value Make an Evil Practice Good?
  5.15.6. Life-Serving Models of War
  5.15.7. Life-Protective Standards of Excellence
  5.15.8. The Logic of Life-Value Gain Decides

5.16. Why Justice as the Application of Equal Standards Fails
  5.16.1. The Standard Meaning of Justice
  5.16.2. The Testing Question
  5.16.3. Impartiality of Rule by Itself Is Life-Blind

5.17. How Moral Narratives Mask the Deepest Moral Problems
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